NEWSFLASH
June 2021

Hello Swamp Foxes, welcome to the June 2021 Newsletter.
Well here we are Halfway through the year, May saw the first in person meeting since March 2020
with 15 members attending.
June 19 is the date for the Mega Show at the National Guard Armory.
Check out the great builds and works in progress by our members in members models.
Stay Safe, Hang in there and .............. Keep on Building
From the Front Office…
Howdy, all!
We’re going to try for another in-person meeting this month. The library has informed me that the
upstairs meeting room is dedicated to their Summer Reading program right now, and won’t open up
until early August. They offered one of the larger downstairs rooms with the stipulation that there
couldn’t be more than 10 people in the room. Since we had 15 folks at the meeting last month, this
isn’t do-able. With that in mind, we’re going to have another tailgate meeting in front of the library.
You will need a chair if you want a seat, and if you have a table, you might want to tote it along. Bring
a hat, too!
The same rules as last month apply.
The meeting will begin at 6PM. Last month, we were done right around 8PM.
The business portion of the meeting will be dominated by show preparation. Remember, the show will
happen on the Saturday after the meeting! Yep, it sneaks up on you, doesn’t it?
I’m looking forward to seeing everyone.
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Operation Deadstick, The Capture of Pegasus Bridge June 5/6 1944
'Operation Deadstick' was the codename for the British glider assault operation to capture two
Normandy bridges, one over the Caen Canal “Pegasus Bridge” and the other over the River
Orne”Horsa Bridge”.
The Allied plan to invade Normandy in 1944—codename Operation Overlord—was dramatically
revised in January 1944 when the Supreme Allied Commander Dwight D. Eisenhower took charge of
the enterprise, together with General Bernard Montgomery, who commanded the land forces. They
expanded the amphibious landing area, which led to the inclusion of Omaha and Utah landing
beaches, and they also wanted the flanks of the invasion area protected by airborne troops. The U.S.
101st and 82nd Airborne Divisions were to protect the western flank, closest to Utah beach whilst the
British 6th Airborne Division protected the eastern side, closest to Sword beach.

Hitler’s Glider-Borne Troops.
The German Army had pioneered the use of glider-borne troops during 1940, when they assisted
Hitler's ‘Blitzkrieg’ through Belgium and France by seizing key strongpoints and bridges ahead of his
advancing panzers. Britain and the USA had moved swiftly to develop their own paratroopers and
glider troops after that—but their first major deployment, during the invasion of Sicily, had been
marred by navigational problems, ‘friendly fire’ and heavy casualties.
Gliders offered the chance to let a concentrated force of troops surprise and overwhelm a specific
target, but they were a low, slow moving target themselves on their approach path. Many senior
officers in the RAF believed that the pinpoint navigation that was necessary to get gliders close
enough to the target to achieve surprise was simply impossible—especially for a night attack. Other
critics argued that once on the ground such a force would still be too lightly armed to withstand
counter-attack.

Operation Deadstick
Operation Deadstick was to demonstrate how wrong the critics could be. The Glider Pilots Regiment
was part of the British Army not the RAF, although they relied on RAF planes to tow their gliders to
within six miles of the target.
If the western flank of the Normandy invasion area was to be protected by airborne troops they would
need to be rapidly re-inforced by armour once it had arrived by sea. To ensure the path from the sea
to the landing grounds was secure meant seizing critical bridges in the early part of the operation. The
bridges over the Caen canal and the parallel Orne river were known to be defended by permanent
German strongpoints and most probably were mined ready to be blown up. They would have to be
seized by surprise early in Operation Tonga—the overall British plan for their airborne landings—
before the German defenders had been put on alert.
So it was that Sergeant Jim Wallwick found himself flying the leading Horsa glider 6,000 feet above
France just after midnight on the night of 5th-6th June 1944. He had practiced the flight following
release from the Halifax bomber ‘tug’ forty two times back in England . Once they were free flying he

depended on his co-pilot John Ainsworth to time his pre planned ‘run in’ precisely on a stop watch
—”5-4-3-2-1-bingo, right turn”. At 15 minutes past midnight he could just see the bridge in the dim
moonlight but he realised they were going too fast – “Stream” was his command to Ainsworth to
release a parachute to slow them down, two seconds later “Jettison” let it go, after it had done its job.

Horsa's close to the Caen Canal

All Over by Half Past Midnight
At 16 minutes past midnight they were on the ground just 50 yards from the bridge. Wallwick and
Ainsworth were pushed through front of the shattered cockpit and injured—but in the back
Lieutenant Brotheridge and his platoon of 30 men from the Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light
Infantry were out and charging the German strong point as soon they came to a standstill. Less than a
minute later a second glider with another platoon landed right behind them, a third glider nearly
crashed into the second but skipped over it and crashed, killing one occupant, Lance-Corporal Fred
Greenhalgh.
By half past midnight it was all over, the Caen canal bridge was intact and in British hands, the
explosive charges intended to blow it up still in their boxes in the guard house. Surprise was virtually
complete but, in a brief exchange of fire, 28 year old Den Brotheridge had been killed, shot through
the neck as he ran across the bridge towards the German guard post on the other side – the first Allied
combat casualty on D-Day. Three other gliders had successfully seized the nearby bridge over the River
Orne.
Within days the British Army had signposted ‘Pegasus Bridge’, honouring the shoulder badge of the
Airborne troops, a route eventually taken by hundreds of thousands of British and Canadian troops as
they moved east out of the Normandy bridgehead. The French were to adopt the same name for the
bridge when the war ended. Today it remains the key location to remembering the battles of the 6th
Airborne Division securing the eastern side of the Normandy battlefield.

Bridge secured, two of the Horsa's nearby

The Bridges

Caen Canal Bridge (Pegasus)

Orne River Bridge (Horsa)

The Operation.

Training for Operation Deadstick
Training was conducted near Exeter in Devon, The Countess Weir River and Canal bridges were used,
very similar in layout, biggest difference was the Countess Weir River and Canal bridges are around
150 yards apart, the Caen Canal and Orne River brides being close to 450 yards apart.

Countess Weir River bridge

Countess Weir Canal bridge

On 6th June 2000 I had the Honor of being involved in the Unveiling and Dedication of a Memorial to
the more than 4,000 Royal Navy and Royal Marine crews that manned the Landing craft, Small ships
and Support ships for the Normandy Landings.
My Ship HMS Exeter provided a Guard and Unarmed Platoons, the unveiling was done by HRH The
Duke of Edinburgh, The Memorial is at the port of Ouistreham, we past the new Pegasus bridge on our
way dow to visit Caen, tours to the Pegasus museum were arranged whilst in Caen.

Pegasus Bridge museum, the original bridge with the new bridge visible in the background.

John Currie

“POPEYE” The Sailor Man

His real name was Frank "Rocky" Fiegel. He was born in 1868 in Poland and, as a child, immigrated to
the United States with his parents, who settled down in a small town in Illinois. As a young man, Rocky
went to sea. After a 20-year career as a sailor in the Merchant Marines, Fiegel retired. He was later
hired by Wiebusch's Tavern in the city of Chester, Illinois as a ‘Bouncer’ to maintain order in the rowdy
bar.
Rocky quickly developed a reputation for always being involved in fighting ( and usually winning). As a
result, he had a deformed eye ("Pop-eye"). He also ‘always’ smoked his pipe, so he always spoke out of
one side of his mouth. In his spare time as a Bouncer, Rocky would entertain the customers by regaling
them with exciting stories of adventures he claimed to have had over his career as a sailor crossing the
‘Seven Seas.’
The creator of Popeye, Elzie Crisler Segar, grew up in Chester and, as a young man, met Rocky at the
tavern and would sit for hours listening to the old sailor’s amazing ‘sea’ stories.’ Years later, Segar
became a cartoonist and developed a comic strip called ‘Thimble Theater.’ He honored Fiegel by
asking if he could model his new comic strip character, ‘Popeye the Sailor Man,’ after him. Naturally
Fiegel was flattered and agreed.
Segar claimed that ‘Olive Oyl,’ along with other characters, was also loosely based on an actual
person. She was Dora Paskel, owner of a small grocery store in Chester. She apparently actually looked
much like the Olive Oyl character in his comics. He claimed she even dressed much the same way.
Through the years, Segar kept in touch with Rocky and always helped him with money; giving him a
small percentage of what he earned from his ‘Popeye’ illustrations.
WHO didn't love the cartoons??? We watched them religiously... so funny, so moral... each story had a
good ending... Wonder if kids these days even KNOW who Popeye is???
Who knew he was a real man??.

“The Mighty Moo”: USS Cowpens (CVL-25)
The USS Cowpens, CVL-25, was, like all members of the Independence-class of light aircraft
carriers, initially laid down as a Cleveland-class light cruiser—specifically, USS Huntington
(CL-77) on 17 November 1941. Built at New York Shipbuilding in Camden, NJ, the ship was
re-ordered as an Independence-Class carrier in March 1942 and launched on 17 January
1943. Commissioned on 28 May 1943, the ship was named for the Revolutionary War battle
that took place near Cowpens, South Carolina on 17 January 1781. Her sponsor was
Margaret Bradford Spruance, the daughter of Admiral William F. Halsey, Jr. Naturally, the ship
was nicknamed “The Mighty Moo”.
The ship saw duty in the Pacific from late 1943 until 1946. She earned one Navy Unit
Commendation and 12 battle stars for her service, and took part in MAGIC CARPET missions
after the war ended to bring troops home. She was placed into reserve at Mare Island on 3
December 1946, decommissioned on 13 January 1947, re-designated AVT-1 on 15 May
1959, and stricken from the register on 1 November 1959. She was sold for scrap the
following year and broken up.
Most of my model ship collection is done in 1/350 scale—it is big enough to see and yet small
enough to display most vessels up to and including the WWII Essex-Class carriers. I had
always wanted to build an Independence-class ship, though, and at the time I started this
model there was no avenue to one in 1/350 th scale other than converting a resin Clevelandclass cruiser much the same way the prototype ships were constructed—something I had no
desire to do.
For the time being, stuck with 1/700 scale, the Dragon Independence-class ship kits had
recently been updated and reissued—in my case, I started with the Belleau Wood boxing of
the kit. I figured that I should be able to make most of the modifications required by mixing
and matching the kit with some spares box stuff from Jodie’s rather extensive parts box from
1/700 scale ships that she let me paddle through. So, during a lay-off period in 2009, I began
work on the model. Along with that, I had a partially used Gold Medal Models 1/700 scale
USN carrier photoetch sheet to go with the PE the kit includes.
The Kit
Dragon’s kit of the Independence (CVL-22) and Belleau Wood (CVL-24) started life as PitRoad kits in 1990 and were re-boxed by Revell Germany in 1996 before Dragon issued them
again with new parts the same year. It was released again with added parts as Independence
and Belleau Wood in 2006 and 2007, the new parts included photoetched parts including the
superstructures, cranes, radar, masts, and other bits, although only an abbreviated set of
railings was included. I used the Belleau Wood release, and I also downloaded the
instruction sheet from the Independence release to help me figure out where I needed to mix
and match to get Cowpens as she appeared at Ulithi Atoll in 1944.

Photo 1: Dragon's Independence-class as USS Belleau Wood
Research, colors, and paint
Did I mention that when building ships you need to pin down a time/place? If you’re a stickler
for anything approaching accuracy, you do. Ships, more than any other vehicle, change in
appearance over time, none more so than U.S. ships during World War Two. Good
references are certainly in order. For that, I used Squadron’s U.S. Light Carriers In Action
(Squadron/Signal Publications Warships #16, 2002; ISBN 0-89747-437-6) and Andrew
Faltum’s The Independence Light Aircraft Carriers (Nautical and Aviation Publishing Company
of America, 2002; ISBN 1-877853-62-3). The former is a good overview of all the Light
Carrier classes of the U.S. Navy, with some color plates of camouflage schemes; the latter
includes capsule histories, photos, and camouflage diagrams.
I had decided early on to depict the ship in her Measure 32/7A dazzle camouflage, and I was
determined to use an airbrush to paint the model. These ships wore a few variations of the
Ms 32 and Ms 33 camouflage schemes which were initially designed for cruisers. They were
certainly attractive, and they are a challenge to modelers. In-depth information was a little
harder to find when I researched the model, but drawings and photos of the camouflage are
available on the USN Dazzle website. Other places to get data are the Snyder and Short
USN Ship Camouflage site and NAVSOURCE online.
Hobby paints matched to these specs, on the other hand, was then (and in some cases still
is) a bit hard to come by. PollyScale and Floquil offered the various USN purple-blue paints
back in the day, and Testors had them available in the Model Master and Acryl line for a while.
White Ensign Models had their line, said to be the closest to the actual colors, but it, too, is a
memory. Lifecolor and AK Interactive both offer color sets today, as does Scale Colors. I
believe that True North Precision Paint is also working on a SHIPS-2 camouflage paint
assortment. A good discussion of the various colors can be found on the Snyder and Short
ship camouflage site. Snyder and Short offer paint chips, too.
When I built the model, I had what was left of my PollyScale colors from a 1999/2000 1/350 th
scale USS New Jersey (BB-62) project. I managed to find several more bottles at the
Spartanburg location of The Great Escape before they stopped being a hobby shop, and I
also had a few generic colors that were close. In the end, I did what we old-school modelers
do—I mixed the paints to match the chips to the best of my ability. None of the colors, save
for the white, is probably an *exact* match to the chips, which is fine by me. Your mileage
may vary, so you do you…

Get down to it!
This is another one of those models where in-progress photos simply don’t exist. This was
before I started regularly carrying my iPhone upstairs with me when I built models--during that
period of time, any time I spent away from a cell phone was a good time, indeed!. So, read
along and envision the fun you’ll have with a wee ship model…
Fully armed and prepared for battle, I began by building the hull. The kit gives the option for a
full hull, but I opted to build it as a waterline model, as I planned on mounting it to a base with
simulated water. I tried to install the photoetch hangar bay details, but they were more trouble
than they were worth, so I took them out. Since the hangar shutters were molded closed, it
was no big loss. The fo’c’sle deck and gun deck at the stern went together to the hull with no
issues. The side extensions to the hull were fiddly—they are molded in clear (I guess so you
can see the hangar deck should you choose to do so) and there are no positive locators.
Some CA secured them in place, but do as I say and not as I did and add some
reinforcements from Evergreen sheet. I had to re-glue the sides several times when the glue
gave way. The flight deck and plastic parts for the superstructure and stacks were
assembled, and I dressed all the seams. I left the major subassemblies loose in order to
accomplish the painting.
When it came to turning Belleau Wood to Cowpens, I referred to photos and added/deleted
the deck edge gun tubs as needed. Some of the longer tubs came from the DML Essex-class
kits, and some were the kit items, either stretched or shrunk with a razor saw and Evergreen
stock. Is it 100% accurate? Probably not, but it looks like the photos I had, so I called it G for
Good and D for Done.
All the parts were sprayed white using a spray can of Tamiya’s Superfine White Primer and
allowed to dry. The flight deck was painted with PollyScale 20-B deck blue darkened with a
touch of black. The flight deck surface was then masked with Tamiya tape. Referring to the
photos and drawings, I began to mask all the areas that would remain white with Tamiya tape.
I also took care during painting to make sure the undersides of the decks remained white, too.
The 5-P Pale Gray was applied, and when dry, masked. The remaining colors (5-H Haze
Gray and 5-N Navy Blue) were then added, masking in between colors. The deck areas of
the gun tubs were painted 20-B with a brush. This includes the fo’c’sle and stern gun tubs
and decks.
Of course, I make it sound easy, but in reality I started the camouflage in 2009, and didn’t
actually finish it until 2017! Fortunately, the tape didn’t lift any colors or leave any residue,
other than on the flight deck. I dealt with that right before I attached the flight deck to the
model by giving the flight deck a light rub down and re-spray.
The key to this is to be patient. There are a lot of itty bitty areas that need to be masked. The
superstructure and stacks are particularly tedious, especially when you consider there is a lot
of photoetch to cover. A hint on the small areas: rather than using tape, use a mask made
from an index card, business card, or Post-It note. Hold the mask in place, shoot the paint,
and you should be good to go with no fuss and no muss.

“Photoetch is THE DEBBIL!”
Speaking of patience, I used the Independence instruction sheet to build up the appropriate
photoetched superstructure parts for the Cowpens. I used bits and pieces intended for
Independence and Belleau Wood to get the model close to photos. Some wire was needed
to make masts. My recommendation here is to get a good photoetch bending tool, because
these parts or teensy-weensie. I was gifted a Small Shop “Bug”, and now I won’t do PE
without it. It is large enough to tackle most PE bending tasks yet small enough to not be
obtrusive.
Work slowly and carefully. I use a piece of fine wire shoved into a pencil eraser to apply CA to
the joints in the PE parts. Once it is dry, sand off the excess with a field expedient sander
made by gluing 400-grit wet/dry sandpaper to a tongue depressor. You will be surprised at
how sturdy these assemblies are, but if you are worried, you can always solder them using
the “Roof Method”.
A coat of primer, and they’re ready for paint as explained earlier. Here is where self-inflicted
fun came into the picture—the paint I had used on the hull was the last of what I had, so I had
to mix what I managed to get to match the older paint. Again, get close—ships are constantly
chipped, primed, and repainted to try to keep that beast known as corrosion at bay.
Assembling the various weapons and aircraft can be a challenge. Use a magnifier, and
assemble them along the way—do two or three a day until you have what you need plus a
few spares (trust me, you’ll be happy you made spares!). Again, I used the kit parts as well
as some taken from various other 1/700 scale ship kits that Jodie had lurking in her spare
parts stash. I stuck them to a roll of masking tape on a Styrofoam board for painting. As I
painted the superstructure and stacks, I painted the weapons, searchlights, life rafts, and the
other various miscellaneous parts. I also gave the photoetched railings a shot of paint, too,
so they at least had a base coat applied before they were installed.
Once most of the parts were painted and dry, I began assembling them to the hull. Before I
did, I looked to see if anything needed to be touched up and addressed them as needed. A
small brush with some thinned paint, flowed on, took care of most paint glitches.
The various parts were installed with either CA or Formula 560 Canopy Glue, depending on
how much stress or load they were under. Formula 560 is basically strong white glue that can
be diluted with water and applied with a fine brush. It grabs quickly but lets you adjust the
parts a little before it begins to dry. Any squeeze out can be removed with a damp Q-Tip.
Make sure everything is aligned properly and adjust as needed before the glue dries.
I gave the model a coat or two of Future after the main parts were assembled. The kit decals
were applied with no issues (other than Dragon did what other manufacturers do and used a
modern font for the ship’s name on the stern!). Once dry, I removed the residual decal
adhesive with a microfiber towel and distilled water.

Photo 2: Ready for decals. Note the airplanes in primer; the model was built in stages as
most ship models are.
Home Stretch
Now comes the *real* fun part. You’ll need a good pair of tweezers and a magnifier when you
install the small parts. Canopy Glue is a good choice, since it cleans up with water.
I installed the photoetched railings by measuring each intended span with a draftsman’s
dividers. The Gold Medal Models railing was cut to length and any burrs removed with a
sanding stick. Thin CA was used to tack them in place, and once dry the join was reinforced
with diluted Canopy Glue. Any bare areas were touched up later with a brush.
The aircraft were assembled and painted—you’re a far better modeler than I if you can mask
those clear areas!—and placed on the flight deck. You can add a full air wing or only a few
representatives—I added a few with the wings folded, too.
A light coat of clear flat, some weathering with pastels on the flight deck and sides of the hull,
and the ship was done.
You can’t have a waterline without water, can you?
Sometime between building the superstructure and adding it to the model, I decided to mount
the hull to a base. I had a short length of clear poplar hanging around, so I finished it with a
few coats of Minwax PolyShades. Be sure to stain the whole base! Once dry, I stuck a few
small felt squares to the corners on the bottom of the base with white glue.
To secure the hull and make water, I spread out a good glob of Artists Acrylic Gel Medium on
top of the base using a palette knife, leaving the center area thin. The hull was then pressed
down into the Gel Medium and a few lengths of tape were used to secure the hull to the base.
The squeeze out was shaped with a palette knife to represent swells. The ship is at anchor,
so there was no need to make a bow wave or wake, but I did shape some ocean swells into
the gel. The gel was left to dry.

Photo 3: Swimming in the sea

Photo 4: Test fit of the upper works. Note the yet-to-be painted superstructure and forward
gun tubs.
Once the gel had dried, I removed the tape. The gel medium works well as glue, and once
dry the hull is not going anywhere. If you are in doubt, you can mount the hull with epoxy or
screws if you wish, or you can drill holes in the bottom of the hull to allow the gel to squeeze
through and lock the base into place. For a 1/700 scale ship, what I did is perfectly fine…
Using artists’ acrylic paints, I painted the sea. I mixed a few blues and greens until I got a
color I liked, and applied it with a wide, flat brush. Be careful as you work it around the hull,
and spread the paint out. You can use white to touch the tops of any waves or wakes in your
sea. Once the paint is dry, apply a few coats of clear gloss—this is the perfect use for those
older bottles of slightly yellowed, slightly thickened Future you might have around…
I made up a small placard on the computer, printed it onto card stock, and attached to the
base with 3M Spray Adhesive.
And there you have it!
Started in early 2009, the project was completed (finally!) in 2020 as part of my Pandemic
Plastic Backlog Build Project, along with my 1/48 Macchi C.200 (started about the same time
as the Might Moo--article on Internet Modeler) and Dragon 1/35th scale Sd.Kfz. 167
Sturmgeschütz IV that was started in 2010 as part of an AMPS Group Project…

Photo 5: Done!
Epilog
Of course, as soon as I was waist deep into this project, Dragon released an
Independence-class CVL kit in 1/350 th scale. This project certainly reminded me why I
rejected 1/700 scale years ago—they’re too small for my liking, although I do have two
models of the USS Enterprise (CVN-65) in different configurations planned for 1/720 th
scale, using the Revell kit. I don’t plan on a lot of modern ships (carriers, especially),
so I think I’ll stick to my favored 1/350 th scale…
Ralph Nardone

Private Jack Banks

Jack Banks from my home town of Darwen died 21st July 1944 in Normandy, aged 16.
Along with a friend/s he joined the 8th Battalion, Durham Light Infantry (50th
Northumbrian Division) at the age of 14, he was the youngest British soldier to die in
WW2.
Rest In Peace young man........

John Currie

Members Builds and Works in Progress.
A few pics taken at May's meeting by Michael Carra.

Mike Roof – 1/32 scale Sopwith Camel.

Kevin Cook – Figures.

Tom Wingate – 1/32 scale Mig-15.

Tom Wingate – 1/32 scale Wlidcat

I see Norm Foote's Pickup truck.

Jim Hamilton – 1/48 scale FW-190

Hub Plott – 1/48 scale FJ-2 Fury, A 2D Skyshark and Me-209. John Melton – 1/48 scale Ki-84

Michael Carra – 1/72 scale S-100, 2 x PT-109's, (PT-109 and PT-110) also a British Vosper and
finally the CSS David.

Darby Erd – Revell – 1/196 scale USS Constitution.

Rick Broome – Revell – 1/25 scale 32 Ford.

Ben Zabrinski – Revell – 1/48 scale Spitfire Mk.II, Douglas Bader.

Michael Carra – Trumpeter – 1/72 scale Panzer VIII “Maus”.

Rick Broome – Lindberg – 1/25 scale Chrysler Atlantic Concept car.

Hub Plott – Kinetic – 1/48 scale FMA IA 58 Pucara, Shot down 21st May 1982 by Lt Cdr Sharkey
Ward, 801 Squadron Sea Harrier XZ451.

Norm Foote – Lindberg – 1/130 scale Jolly Roger Pirate Ship (In Progress).

A little progress update from Lucio Martino on three of his builds....
First up is the 1/48 scale Hasegawa Bf-109E, Lucio used the old Eduard cockpit detail set and lot of
Evergreen Plasticard and Rod/Strip, first the terrible molded on exhaust needed attention, there was
no aftermarket replacement, so Lucio cut out and sanded away the kit exhaust and scratchbuilt new
ones.

Kit Exhaust.

Scratchbuilt Exhausts.

All my 1:48 BF 109 seats
Tamiya, Hasegawa, Hasegawa modified to be used with etched belts, Verlinden, Cutting Edge, and two
Verlinden not for the BF 109E but for the BF 110. Actually, theseclast two look closer to the real one
more than all the others...
As a result, my pick was the Verlinden seat for the BF 110...

Seat painted with Gunze RLM 02, belt with Humbrol 71 seal color. Then a wash with Bruno van Dick
oils.

S.M.79 Sparviero – Trumpeter – 1/48 scale

Exterior detail is extremely heavy.

P-51D Mustang – Tamiya – 1/48 scale. True Details Cockpit and Eduards Photo Etch.

Well thats all folks
John

